Quick tips on handling with
Cognitive Kick’s Felt Letter Board
Thank you for buying our Felt Letter Board. This felt letter board is made of
processed and bonded wool base and dark brown processed wood.
Please use the spots on the marking tool as ends limits, meaning - to draw the
spots right draw the spots a 0,5 inch from each end to the middle

We would like You to follow these instructions on how to handle with felt letter board:
•

If felt gets wet, dry it with a towel, then put the board on the sunlight to dry it completely

•

Keep it away from the temperature higher than 175 °F. There is a possibility of ignition

•

Do not use a hot air dryer, as it can easily exceed 175 °F

•

Do not use the brush to clean felt surface

•

The felt area will fade, exposed to direct sunlight or when under a strong light for a long
period of time and that is completely normal

•

Do not try to disassemble the frame, it is very sturdy glued and cannot be put together
again

•

The felt area is elastic and can tear with sharp objects

•

Please consider to put away the felt letter board in a dark place and fat surface

Please maintain the felt letter board with the following instructions:
•

Do not clean the felt base with a brush. The felt area is soft and can tear

•

The materials on the felt letter board have a good insulation performance, so it can resist
the cold well

•

The frame is wooden and can be cleaned with a wet cloth occasionally

•

Characters can be cleaned with a wet cloth and let dry on warm
Warning:

We at Cognitive Kick believe in You and are fully aware that You are a very responsible person.
However, we would still advise keeping the letter boards away from children under 3 years.
Although it is hard to choke on the letters, it can still present danger and cause inconvenience.
To avoid any unwanted situation, it is suggested to use the additional bag for the storage of the
remaining letters.
Warranty:
All our Felt Letter Boards have a 6 months warranty. All bought with discount code have 12
months of warranty.
For more information on the discounts, please visit our homepage: www.cognitive-kick.com

